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As the first scene closes we find the priest upon his
^knees making to Amida his own famous vow to enter no
paradise till all the universe is saved; for he too was once
a monk, and knows human needs. The deep voices of the
chorus take up his words:
Ah! Turn me not from Paradise!
One vow enough; yet night and day
Let endless supplication rise
For me, whom, knowing not, thou sav'st
With prayers at dawn and at the twilight hour.
Then comes a recitative, telling how Kumagai slew the
boy, and the audience is ready for the ghost, now dressed
as a young soldier. Priest and victim are reconciled in the
bonds of faith, and at last with solemn chant and slow
dance the play ends with the wondering cry of Atsumori,
who advances on the priest with drawn sword:
'Lo! My enemy!' he shouts, and is about to strike;
But the other has grown compassionate,
And calling upon die Buddha's name
Has won for his late foe deliverance.
So shall these twain be born again
And sit together on one lotus-throne*
'Nay, Rensei is no enemy of mine!
'Ah, pray for my salvation, pray again.'
Like the dying of a wind in a great storm the voice of
the young soldier ends in a sigh, as he slowly passes from
the scene.
The religious values—numinous and tragic—of this
great drama must be felt to be appreciated. It was and is
a mighty power for refining and chastening the soul of
man in an age of conflict and difficulty, and to followers
of the Minamoto or Taira or to devotees of Amida and
disciples of Honen it had a specially poignant appeal.
The very archaism of the language and gestures heightens
the effect of its grandeur and mystery; and the gorgeous
costumes, the impersonality of masked faces, the deep
sepulchral voices and the wailing notes of the chorus—all

